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National Scientific Corporation
2300 Ninth Street, South
Arlington, Virginia 22204

Attentions Mr. W, Edward Weems, Jr.
President

GCntlemen:

We have carefully considered the protest of the National
Scentific Corporation (NSC) againot the negotiated award of a
cotatract to the E, F, Shelley and Cumpany (Shelley) by the Office
of Administrative Planning and Services (OAPS) for the Office of
Federal Elections (OFg), To the 'extent pbsifble we have processed
the protest in accordance with our bid protest procedures, However,
in view of thb Livolizment of our Office as the contractng agency,
the protest cannot be considered in the same light as one involving
another agency, Nevertheless, OFE's award selection procedures have
been carefully examined by staff members who were not involved in
the negotiation and award of the contract to Shelley,

The contract was awarded on July 10, 1973. The next day NSC
'formally protested OFE's determination that an award to Shelley
was most advantagenus to the Government, price atd other factors
censidered, Performance of the contract has been suspended pending
resolution of the protest,

The procurement instructions applicable to OAPS and OFE * ..
* require the disclosure of the factors to be used in tile evaluation

of proposals and their relative inportance. Negotiated procure-
* ments must be competitive to the maximum extent practicable. To

this end? written or oral discussions are required with all
offerors submitting proposals which are determined to be within
the ccmpetitive range, price and other factors considered.

- Accordingly, we have judged OFE's conduct against the standards
generally applicable to competitively negotiated procurements.

Baued on our consideration of the substantial record *
aubwtted by OFE and the submissions of the interested parties,
we believe that the protest of NSC must be denied. The
circumstances and reaions prompting this conclusion follow,
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0 The re est, for proposal s oli-cited fixed-price offers for.'
performing ail} analysis and evaluation of voter registration
systecms, Four evaluation criteria and their relative Importance,
were identified as followcst

, 3,795 * * ,- _ 

"I1. Coa3t: (35%)} 

.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ .

T2h Expee ience of corporation and corporati personnel f
p ring election admanistration and voter registration

*&ystems design and analysis (35%); 

"3 .Contrmct plan Including the sequence of tasks
* ~neces4;ary to complete the final written report (20,);

4.A list 'of those states and'localities to be included
in the study, (10X),"*

To aid in evaluatioF against the fiaad-two criteriav offerort
were requested to subfit tha follolwon information wito twlr
proposals: ,

"I. A genaeral dzescript£.on of the offerorts firm together
with resumes of personnel who will work on nhe contract
with special emphasis on the experience of each in
election administration and system design and analysi(s

9

"2. A list of references indicating experience of the
firm ofeth t cyple required in this procurement(

". ACost and pricing breakdowns nlssoltated with the 
sequence of tasks necessary to fulfill the terms i
6in this contu act0." * 9

Thirteen',sources respotlded by May 25j 1973 the closin~g 6A
date for receipt of proposals Upon evaluation, the proposals 9

of five offerors were detedmined to be within a competitive
range, price and other factors considered.

Or eral dcussons wcri held with the offerors for the
purpose wf Identifying weaknesoels and resolving proposal
uncertaintiesh On the basis of the epscussionsc revased
price and technical proposals ire submitted on June of,
1973 by the five firms within ree competitive ranger ethe
be 3t and final offers were Independently reevaluated by the * .
Chiefo Clearinghouse for Election Administration ant his Deputya

of fvoerswedemetb.wtnao
range, price and other factors consided. .

Oral discussions word hel with the offerors Lor th
purpose~~~~~~~~ o'f.. idniyn wekea. a. eovngpooa

uncertainties. On he basis of the dicussions, revised:

price. an ehia rpsl .r umte nJn 9
1973,~~~ bytefv im ihntecmeiierne h 

bet~ an fia offe weeidpnetyreautdb*h

9~ _9 . . .. 9 
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NSC and Shelley, determined to have subaitted the test proposals,
were awarded the following total points exclusive of coats:

NSC SHELLEY

* v . «Deputy./ .57,7 58.5
fahieff 7 t56 538

Since Shelley's fixed-price proposal of 166,826 was #542,65
lower than the 467,368,65 fixed-price proposal of MlSC Shelley
also received an advantage in the allocation of points for the
ft'st evaluation criterion.

By memorandum of June 29, 1973, the OFE evaluators recoulmended
* the ,ielection of Shelley. In addition to reviewing the point
* evaluation, they made the following observattons:.

tflu order to award a contract to a higher bidder,
It eaema.necessary that the bidder be 'head .and ahoulders'
(in quality) above the lower bidders .In the case of the
vot.tr registration systems contract, we feel that there
* to justification in awarding this contract to Nationcl
Scientific Corporation (NSO).

"In more detail the higher bidder should be clearly
superior in the three award criteria as outlined in the
lIPPO ***

* A* * * * *

. "Therefore, we feel on the basis of overall bid
quality and lowest cost, E. F. Shelley .nd Co., Inc.
should be awarded the.contract."

Subsequently, the DLrectors of OFE and OAPS concurred in this I:
recommendation. During the bid protest conference held on
July 30, and in its submissions to our Office -NSC's basic
contention has bedn that OFE departed from the..evaluation
criteria in its evaluation of proposals. Specifically, it takes
luque with OFE'& application of the costs experience, ard contract

* plan evaluation criteria. NSC urges that proper application of
.'the criteriai would have resulted in the contract being awarded

. to it. In iddition, NSC questions the fairness of OFE's conduct
of negotiations.
.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ . .* ..4
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* With respect to costs1 ' NSC finds evideneeoe a departure
* . from the criterion in the shatement of the OFE evaluators thats

'"In order to award a contract. to a higher bidder, it seems
iecessary that the bidder be 'head and shouldexsc (in quality)
above the lower bidder," This atatement, NSC maintains, indicates
that the cost factor was significantly more important than the
35"percent weight assigned,

We believe the statement focvied on by NSC'cannot be divorced
froni the context in which it W4i8 usted, AS the portions of the
June 29 memorandum, quoted above, indicate, award to Shelley was
recoamended on the basis of "overall bid quall cy and Iswest cost,"
In our view, the evaluators' conMents are an affirmation that the
pointed assigned adequately reflected their judgment of the merits
of the' respective proposals, We, thereforet cannot agree with
NSC's rierw that OFl changed the importance of the cost evaluation
cviterlon, However, a prbposcl need not be "head and shoulders"
above allower priced, but lower ratn4 proposal before atu award
Is justtfied, The question is whether the excellence of the
highIer vated proposal UJ; worth the additional cost.

At this points it should be noted that some of the documents
In the record erroneously report NSC's fixednprice pioposal to be
467,638.6S,0 rather than $67,368.65. From our review of OFE's

! report of August 2, 1973, we are satinfied that this transpositional
error occurred aft'er OFE allocated the cost points, We do, however,
Agree with1 NSC that OFE should have considered its final fixed-price
offer to be' *67,355--the same price as its initial offer, OFE's use
of the $67,$68.65 figure results from reliance on a 'cost breakdorn
submitted wtth NSC'a best and final offer. flowevcrb the cost
-breakdown atates that "there is a difference of $13.65 between the
offered fixed price and the actual cost showw above. The difference
Is the result of computingcosta on s percentage basis." *

We now tutrn to NSC'S> objection to OFE's application of the
second evaluation criterion, "Experience of corporation and
corporate personnel 'An elaction administration and viter registraStion
systems design and analysis." The points awarded NSC and Shelley
for the Experience criterion by OFE's evaluators wer2:

* 9 NSC SHELLEY

* XeLDuC t7 34. , 31.

ffhiexa 34 ' 30

:@'~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ **;.'
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OFE's report of July 27 contains the following justification
for the allocation of points:

",S,C, hAs morn direct expertencejin'voter registration
systems des£d;',and analysis than does Lshellez7, N*S*.C was
awarded the gre'test number of points for experience,

"Howtver, .fSheIlejf has a number of other things ini
1its favor, A number of experts in the operation of 'voter

...registration systems have informed the OFE that the design,
operation and analysis of automated registration systems
Is not, tVat',complicated a task from a systems standpoint,
In fact, these experts hbve informed the OFE that anyone
with a good background in data processin( and systems analysis
can acquire an operational background irx Qter registration
systems design and analysis in a short peoiod of time, Both
the resumes of Brian J. Considinet LSheLley'iJ proposed
Project Director, and the recommendations of the U.S.
Department of Labor and other agencies reveal that LOhelleX7
has an exceptionally strong background in systems analysis.

/ "In addition the resumes of Dr. Blue Carstenson1 Anne
Wexler and the corporate experience of LShcllex.7 reveal
a great deal of familiarity with the problems of voter

# registration. THiU familiarity, for examples was
*.' * reflected in the proposed working plan submitted by

6 Lhellex/o -Thus we felt that Lsielley'A/ outstanding
experience in systems analysis coupled with their
overall experience in voter registration warranted the

* high marks LShelleX/ received." - *

In response, NSC contends that the simplicity or complexity
of voter registration systems is not relevant. In its view, the
second criterion clearly states that points would be allocated
on the basia of specific experience in election administration

-and voter registration.

* - ~ ,6 * NS objections on this score are obviously founded on
* its interpretation of the second criterion. Under its view,

* :the depth oi.lISC's experience in all phases of election
administration and voter registration' systems design and'

*analysis should have been worth more than the approximately
3.5' evaluation point advantage it obtained over Shelley.

,. :' , '. . ; ; .- * . ' .j'*. .
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() * This Interprctative question was discussed extensively at the cId
protest confererne on Jr'.y 39, and we asked OfE to present in detail

. what was intended, The OFE report of August 2 contains ahe following
dricussion;

-* t'* *** I' was not the in'teplon of the Office of
Federal Elections to1 so narrowly construe this Evaluative- : - v . criteria item, We fult that the experi'*ce criteria should

t *~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~Fltta m0

be somewhat liberally interpreted so as to allow points to
be awarded for a variety of election administratton ind
voter registration systems design and analysis related

. experience. This is way the phrase 'experience of
corporation and corporate personnel in election administra--
tion, bwhich covers a broad range of election related

i * aexperlence',was inclidedJiv the above experience criteria,
If we had wanted to consider only those with on-going,,
experience in voter registration sy4tems design and analysis,
-the aboVe phrase would have been deleted; and we would have
. phraseO!this evaluative criteria'item to read, 'Experience
of Colrporation.and corporation personnel solely in voter -

* * registration systems design and analysis.' It is our
* opinion that NSCla narrow construction of this evaluative

cwlteria Item led them to wrongly conclude that the
evaluative criteria were improperly applied. We contends
however, that the wording of this item clearly indicates

/) .that it was to be more broadly construed. As a result
s \ \ the ratings that E. F. Shelley (and the remaining offerors)

received were the result of the proper-application of
.the'ne criteria.

;-One pint that was brought up by NSC in -the protast
hearing but was not repeated in their July 31 letter was

* . . that if general systems analysis or election administration
related experience was en integral part of the evaluation
of the experience criteria, this should have been included

* in the Request For Proposa,1. We stiongly disagree, For
one thing, it was imaoss5.hle to include in the RFP all the
possible ways that Lan odffero!7 could'acquire "experience.
In election administration' or experience in 'voter

* .* registrdtiorz systems design and analysis" and lie awarded
* * , points. Credit could be, and was, allotted for a variety

* *' * of * *,* backgrounds in areas closely related to these
' . ' ' ' . evaluative criteria. As, a matter of fact, all of the beat

and final offerors had significant experience in election
* Xadministration and/or voter registration systems design
'; -and analysis which resulted in high point ratings."'

. . . . * a
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' *'We cannot say that fSC's (interpretatfon of the evaluation '.

criterion La ustreasonable, On the other hand, we are unable to.
conclude that OFE's position Is wholly without merit, In our
view, the generality of the statement of experience criterion ,,

would support eitheir position. Certainly, there is no question
that experience in systems design analysis, election administration,
and voter registration are identified as elements to be considered
In evaluating the experience of offerorsa . .

* In its letter of August 3, 1973, Shelley''states that it *
assumed that points would be assigned for each of these elements,
lu.additt.on to specific experience in the deusign.and implementation

.-- of 9votev-regiatration systems, NSC itself recogiizes that points
would be awarded for different categories of experience.

?ietthir firm however, was in a position to determine the';,alue
to OFE of each category of experience, The record does not indicate
that either firm inquired as to the foregoing prior to the submission
of proposals or during the course of negotiatiuns. We have, of course;
in numerous cases placed the burden on offerors to question the
adequacy of the evaluation criteria in a timely zaaneaer. We think NSC's
interpretation of thr. experience criterion was reasonable. Since NSC
had no question about the evaluation criterion, there was no reason for
it tc demand greater specificity.

In any event, we are nbt persuaded that OfE was unable to further
define in the'RFP the experience criterion by indicating phe relative
Importance that it placed on systems design and analysis experience,
This emphasis could and should have been communicated in the request
for proposals. While we are not prepared'to say text it is possible.
to spell out all types of experience in "election administration" or
Y'oter registration," we believe that the relative Amportance of
these categories in relation to each other- and to sys~tecs design and
analysis experience should have been spelled out.

As a matter of procurement policy, greater specificity would
have bean preferable. However, even in cases where contracting
officials depart from established criteri :and wiigh'.s, we have
not objedted so long as a sufficient correlation exiaots between
the detailed crittria and weights actually used and the generalized
criteria'and weights identified in the request for proposals.
51 CoMp. Gen. 397 (1972); 50 Comp. Gen. 390 (1970). On the basis
of our review of the record, we must conclude that OF. consistently
applied its interpretation of the experience criteria to the
: evaluation of all of ferors and that all offerois bad the same
evaluation information.

9 , .;
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The third evaluation criteriond contract plan incl;ding the
sequence of tauWM necessary to complete the fMnal wrLtten' report--
Mi20l" is also subJecl to the same criticism in view of its genarality
in scope. In addition, OF1 employed aubcriteria in assessing the
merits of the plans proposed by the offerors. These suberiteria
whould have been disclosed in the request for proposals.

OFE's evaluators' memorandum of June 29, 1973; contained the
following narrative summary of the evaluation results and the points
awarded by each for the third criterion:

"PLAN4* 

"Shelley presented a much more comprehensive plan
of action than did NSC. For example Shelley proposed
detailed pre-site preparation, including analysis of
state laws and demographic information, and extensive
preparatory work waith state and local officials to
insure their cooperation. NSC made no reference to
any of this pre-site preparation.

"Additionaliy, Shelley presented a very detailed
survey guide that extensively outlined (16 pages) areas
to be examined at each on-site visit. NSC presented
only a bar outline of major survty topics.

-* Points Awarded

*USC 9 SHELLEY

LLpoutx/ 14.7 i 18.5
*~ hf * 13 . 19".

_ , .~

OFl.'s report of August 2 identified four equally weighted
subctriteria whtch were used in evaluating the contrast plans of
all offarors. The subcriteria and the evaluation results for
Shelley pnd NSC are, as follows:

cfhief7 ffieputY7

* a .; 5 Shelley' N.S.C. Shelley N.S.C.

1. Pre-aste Preparation 5 *2 - 5.0 * 3.0
and Analysis

9 ~ ~~~~~~~~~ . .

9. . e 5e
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Stmeiley N*S.C. Shelley N.S.C,

2. On-Site Analy3!s 5 4 4.5 3.0

3, Final Reports, 4 5 4.0 5.0
.,Analysts and
Recommendations

4. GeOieral Approach 5 2 5.0 3.7

TOTAL 69 13 6 18.5 14.7
. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~ ~~~ .. . .

OF! has treated as confidential the offarors' jroposed
contract plans. Thus, as USC points outs it is unable to determine
whethEr or not the entire plans were evaluated in accordance with
the criterion. On the basis of the information available, NSC
advances a number of asserted inconsistencies in the method of
evaluating its proposal via-a-via Shelley's proposal,

9 .9

First, NSC points to portions of its proposal which discuss
pre-site preparation and analysis. NSC suggests that its responses
were ignored because they were not categorized in its proposal as
pre-site preparation and analysis. This conclusion is drawn from
the statement in the OFE evaluator's memorandum of June 29 that:
"NSC made no reference to any of this pre-site preparation."

* * Standing alone this statement is misleading. If NSC's proposal
; responses in thir area had been completely ignored, it should

have received no points in this area. This statement must he
viewed in the context of the evaluators' comparison of the NSC
and Shelley proposals in this area, That is, Shelley presented
it more "comprehensive plan of action" than did NSC, as evidenced

'. in part by Ihe pre-site Luvestigation proposed by both. OfE's
reports of AugUSt.2 and July 27, 1973, recognize that NSC's
proposal responses were not ignored, rather they question the
lack of spec.ficity in the responses.

NSC alru suggests that its higher score for the criterion,
"Fipal Reports, Analysis, and Recommendations," is inconsistent
vith a conclusion that Shelley had a more "comprehensive plan of
action." Wi do not agree. As explained at the bid protest
conference and stated in OFE's report of July 27, 1973, the format
I of NSC's proposed report was "narrowly preferable" to Shdlley's.

* . .. I

.. S. * .
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Q N . SCWa fikal objection to OFE's, plan eyluation draws into'
.- question the competM tive aspects of tlwe procurement., Vith respect,

to the ev4tuation differencee for the "Geraer'i Approach" wubcriteria,
OF'a '.epcrt of July 2., 1972, contains the following c~omenitst

* ',2aeral ApproA8ch

"Perhaps the most ,erious slhrtcoming in N
* pIpin'was 'their flilure to reriond 'to what might be

classifi ed )7s a possible contlict of lnterest problem.
As 3,C,9 clearly admits, they designed thre' of the
ii ~ti'Ate-iwide automated registration systems and had a
ba idin upgrading the fourth,,, At tiae best and final
offert)corterences the Office of Federal Election
expreaoed verbal concerp that NtS.C. might be hesitant
to fully aud -fai'cly valuati theseuaystems.' In their
written amendments submittec after the best.u4d4 final
offer conferences, N,S,C, failed to rerpotld to these
coucernsp proponing to analyze and etaliUate the
regintration systems of Virgini;, Kentucky, Tertnesvee
and Al~sRa from its office fil~ii, NS,C. could havo
responded to this problem by hiring and assigning _n
Independent investigator to analyze and evaluate the.
systems U.S.C. designed for the ** * status.

(I "Finally, Lfhelleytj7uverall plan reflected more
thou~ht and preparation than N,S.C.'s in our.judgment.

* LShelley's/ plan included extensive pre-site preparation,
development ofvrurvey guide, on-site visits, further
deve'.opment of -:he survey guide and, finally, the
development and distribution of an extensive survey-

: guide and questionnaire to 100 sites.' 9.

NSC coacedes that.this matter was raised during the oral.
discussions, However, it maintains that it was only mentioned
in passing and the Chief of the Clearinghouse for Election
Administratbn specifically stated that it did not concern him
:and "would rot be counted against us in the evaluation," In
support of its position, NSC observes that the June 29 Memorandum
of Negotiations failed to indicate that this subject was discussed.

:- * * .At the..conference of July 30, the emphasis placed by the .
parties on the discussion was a matter of-dispute. OFE's view

. @ , * . 9 - 109- . *. * @:
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of the discussion and the importance uf its concern with NSC's
objectivity was reaffirmed in its report of August 2;

cr Oncern that NSC would have gonftict, of' interest
problems in evaluatIng their own registration systems was
not 'mentioned in passing,' and while their non-response
to thU issue did affect their point award, it by no means
accounted for thrce (3) points, The"General Approach
Section point scores (worth five (5) points) were in
effect a reflection of how the Office of Federal Elections
V'iewed the plrn in toto; iLe,, as an entity rather than
three (3) separate segments. What we considered to be
an overall lack of incisiveness Ln NSC's plan accounteu
for their low score in thij area, not merely a conflict
of Intereit situation."

* * * * .

"NKfC states that OFE deducted three (3) (out of a
possible five (5)) points from the General Approach section
of the plan evaluation because. of u failure to respond to
a conflict of interest situation,' (Note - /the Deputy's/
evaluation did not deduct three (3) points. LNS&/ seems to
feel Ctat /the Chief's/ evaluatio;L was the sole determination
of contract award. Thi is nut true, in fact a contract
would not be awarded if /the Chief/ and Lthe Deputy/ did
not agree that one proposal received the highest number of
sward points.) It was stated by .OFE that this situation was
a contributing factor to a loss of points but it was not the
roole reason."'

Given the ncture of the services solicited, the expression
of concern about a firm's objectivity is a serious matter.' One
of the essential elements to be considered ia'awarding conitracts
of this nature is whether the offeror will be able to objectively
analyze aad evaluate the material gathered during contract performance.
Against thiJ background we are not persuaded that NSC was told to
forget the issue. however, discussion of 'this question should have
been recorded in the Memorandum of Negotiations. OFE is now transcrib-
'ing negotiation sessions to avoid any subsequent dispute about what
matters were discussed.

The Memoranduhi of Negotiations shows that the offerors were
scked a number of identical questions designed to remedy E lack

of specificity common to all proposals. In addition, specific
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weaknesses in the proposals wete Identified and solutions suggested,
NSC has questioned OFE's failure to recommend a specific solution to
its concern about NSC's objectivity, particularyfin view of OFF's
treatment of Shelley's initial deficiencies in the experience area.
OFE asked Shelley to consider a new project director because of his
lact. of experience, The suggestion did not result in the removal of
the proposed project director, but did prompt a substantial revision

v and Irirovement in Shelley's approach to performina the study,

Qenerally, nutice to an of feror of a preblet and an opportunity
to recpond would more than satisfy the basic requirement of fair and
equal treatment which is ftondamenral to the concept of competitive
negotLations, NSC maintains that since OFE wtnt further, particularly
in the case of Shelley, it was required to treat NSC the same way by
suggesting a specific solution to the conflict of interest problet--
namely, the use of an independtat investigator to analyze and evalute
the system of the states designed by NSC.

In retrospect we agree that it would nave been appropriate for
OFE to have suggtsted a specific uolution to the problem. This; of
course, would have negated any charges of unfairness in the conduct
of negotiations. However, it seems to us that NSC also had i duty
to pursue the matter further in order to have had the questiok: re-
solved without relying on a solution to be advanced by OFE,

On balance, we are not persuaded that the failure of OFE to
specifically recommend a solution to the conflict problem is A
deficiency which requires reopening of negotiations. In reaching
this conclusion, we have given considerable weight to OFE's posi-
tlion, with which we have no reason to disagree, that in the context
of the award decision the failure of NSC. to respond to OFEt's concern
was not decisive in the ultimate selection of Shelley.

Sincerely yours,

* ThF,KELLER I
;[Dputv Comptroller General

of the United States

1 2
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